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When Wounded Wolf Skinwalker, Nick Chien, Comes Under
The Care Of Jessie Healy, She Knows It S Her Duty As A
Dreamwalker To Kill Him But There S Something About The
Handsome Stranger That Stays Her HandA Tense Truce
Forms As They Realize They Must Work Together To Defeat A
Common And Deadly Enemy The Ruler Of Ghost, Nagi, Is
Building A Spirit Army Designed To Destroy All To Stop Him,
Jessie Will Need Nick S Help But Once Close To The Lure Of
Nick, Will Jessie Commit The Ultimate Sin
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New Release Review Ghost Tracker Trackers 2 Jenna
Kernan When wolf Skinwalker, Nick Chien, is attacked by
ghosts, the Thunderbirds leave him at the mercy of an
enemy healer, a Dreamwalker, with supernatural powers
as dangerous as his own Her duty as a Spirit Child is to
kill him But she instead determines to learn if his wild
story of being attacked by ghosts is true While walking in
his dreams, Native American Jessie Healy, sees the
truththe threat is real Nagi, the Ruler of the Circle of
Ghosts, is using his ghosts to take possession of humans
and attack the living She also discovers, that in his
dreams, they can explore a passion forbidden between
their people when awake But upon waking, they face
than the discovery of their attraction They must confront
an enemy that could destroy them both Jenna Kernan s
Tracker series is a wonderful world full of intriguing
mythology, fascinating characters and she brings it all to
life with well written descriptions that makes it easy for
the readers to become part of the story as it takes place
Nick and Jessie are strong, captivating characters that
easily draw readers in and then refuse to let go because
they have lots of sizzling chemistry but due to cultural
differences they try and fight that attraction which keeps a
lot of tension and angst which makes the romance quite
rocky and keeps readers wondering if this couple will
reach their happily ever after moment The story starts off
with a bang as the enemy targets Nick and then he finds
himself injured on Jessie s doorstep and the suspense
and anticipation builds from there keeping readers on the
edge of their seats with this fast paced plot The
mythology mixed in with the romance and the author s
type of characters adds interest and a little something

After the Kiss

extra as it adds to readers knowledge and changes
things up a bit Skinwalkers have always fascinated me
and this book really brought them to life and so I was
quite enthralled with the story from the very beginning
and even though I haven t read the first one yet, I had no
trouble catching on to the plot and the bad guy s
intentions, of course, now I will be adding the rest of the
series to my TBR pile Ghost Tracker is the 2nd book in
the Tracker series and waspreviously released by
Harlequin Nocturne as Ghost Stalker Ghost Tracker is
available in ebook at BN Jenna Kernan can be found at
Website Goodreads Twitter Facebook Pintrest G
BookBub
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I didn t read the first book, but I find that I had no problem
with the continuity of the storyline In this book, Nick is a
wolf, an Inanoka a skin shifter On one of his nightly club
hopping he meets up with three females and leaves with
them only to have them injure him that he calls for help to
the spirits who send a gale to rescue him He hears the
females who are inhabited by ghosts that they will follow
him to the human Niyanoka who is a healer But he asks
to be sent away from his friends to keep both safe He
lands on property owned by a young woman, Jessie
Unfortunately she like the rest of her kind, not only hate
his kind but are terrified of them She tries to kill him but
can t do itso she helps getting him healed To find the
truth of what h s told her, she walks in his dreams where
they have a tryst, she figuring he won t remember That
so didn t happen Life and circumstances start happening
that changes lives.Fantabulistic story and read I received

a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am
voluntarily leaving a review.
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When Nick is wounded by a Ghost attack and literally
dropped at Jessie Healy s ranch, her first instinct is to put
him out of his misery She is a dreamwalker, and he is a
skinwalker, a wolf in disguise They are supposed to be
enemies And yet, she cannot bring herself to harm him
There is a strange connection.As she helps Nick, she
realizes that everything she had been taught about his
kind was wrong Now she must face this new reality and
face the threats from an enemy she never expected.This
is book 2 of the trackers series Each book is a self
contained story, but there are elements that tie the series
together The overarching arc is interesting to watch build
There is a little interaction with previous characters,
which is fun, too Some of the story pacing felt slow at
times, but overall I enjoyed the story and am looking
forward to the next book I received a free copy of this
book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.
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This is book 2 of the Tracker Series and it was even
better than the 1st one Nick Chien is a wolf Skinwalker he

is attacked by ghosts sent by Nagi, Nick is badly injured
and he s left with the enemy a dreamwalker Jessie Healy
Jessie is told to kill Nick but she waits until he is asleep to
find out if he s telling the truth, Jessie dreamwalks in Nick
s dreams and she finds out that he is telling the truth and
that Nagi has sent ghosts to take over people and then
attack others Nick and Jessie have an attraction to each
other but they can only play it out in their dreams, but
because he is a skinwalker and she is a dreamwalker
they are supposed to be enemies and falling for a
skinwalker is forbidden What a fantastic story and I can t
wait to read book 3 I highly recommend this book it s
definitely well worth the read.
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This is the second book in this amazing series, and even
if you haven t read the first one you will be just fine The
fast paced, suspense that is found in this story kept me
glued to the pages If it hadn t been that, then it would
have been the spicy romance, or the complex characters
I also love the fact that the supernatural aspect is taken
from Native American mythology versus the Roman or
Greek that is so common today Every thing about this
one is captivating, and I m excited to jump into book
three.
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It s true a Soul mate and one just for Nick Will wonders
never cease I have not found many authors that have
written American Indian s oral history I know that these
stories are not true, but the author has treated them as
such I really appreciate that She has created a world
were they exist and done so well they would give there
approval At least in my opinion They tell a story if love,
sacrifice, acceptance and honor They are awesome and I
hope there will be many I received an advanced reading
copy in exchange for an honest review.
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The second book in the Tracker series and I know I want
the next book Nagi is getting to be trouble he is now
using his ghosts to take possession of humans There is
drama, suspense, danger a love between two people
who are forbidden to love each other because of who
they are This is wolf Skinwalker, Nick Chien, and enemy
healer Jessie Healy a Dreamwalker and Native American
s story I would recommend this series.I received a copy
of this book via Booksprout and I also bought the
paperback of this book.
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I really enjoyed Jenna Kernan s second Trackers book It
was a thrilling read with sacrifice, suspense, danger and
romance I love the mythology and Native American
aspects of this story It was very fascinating and I really
enjoyed it If the next book in the series is as good as the
first two them I am really looking forward to reading them
I voluntarily read and reviewed an advanced copy of this
book.
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he is a wolf skinwalker and he is attacked by ghosts
which leaves him in the hands of an enemy healer can
they get on long enough for him to heal will they find they
have something in common it is her duty to kill him but
she wants to learn about him how will this all develop see
if she can kill him see where it will endI received a free
copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily
leaving a review.
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This is the 2nd book I ve read written by Jenna Kernan
she has done a good job at writing a good book I can t
wait to read of her books.The story line caught my
attention at the very beginning and kept me interested
throughout the entire book.I received a free copy of this
book via booksprout and I m voluntarily leaving a review.
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